
2015 TRUCK-VAN-SUBURBAN DERBY RULES
REVISED

SAFETY:  

ALL SAFETY RULES APPLY (just like the cars)!!!  All glass; including: windshield, head 
lights, tail lights, mirrors, etc. must be removed.  Vehicle must be swept clean of all dirt and 
loose pieces.  ALL THIS WORK MUST be done before entering the Speedway property!  
Battery must be moved to the passenger floor or seat, covered and securely mounted.  Gas tank 
must be removed; you may have a max 10 gallon fuel tank, no further forward than the rear of 
the driver seat and must be in front of the rear axle area.

BUILD RULES:

VEHICLE:  
Any year Truck, Van, or Suburban (minimum 1/2 ton on any vehicle).  2 wheel drive ONLY!  4-
wheel drive vehicles can be used, but the front driveshaft MUST be removed.  Maximum 8-lug 
rear end.  Trucks can be a MAX of 3/4 ton, single axle (no dually’s).  Vans can be a MAX of 1 
ton, single axle, and MUST be a passenger style van.  Suburbans can be a MAX of 3/4 ton, 
single axle.  ALL suspension and steering components MUST be stock/OEM.

CAGE: 
Safety bars are allowed and should include padding.  You MUST have a bar, chain, or wire from 
the roof to the cowl in the center of the window (can NOT touch any engine protectors).  All 
VERTICAL, DASH, and ROLL OVER bars can ONLY be a MAX of 3” round or 3”x3” square.  
DOOR and SEAT bars can be a MAX of 6” round or 6”x6” square. You are allowed 6 
VERTICAL bars and they may be welded to the frame, BUT can NOT be used to hide or 
strengthen a body mount, the front 2 can be no further forward than the firewall in the STOCK 
location, the rear 2 can be no further back than 24” behind the driver’s seat.  A roll over bar is 
allowed behind the driver only (roll over bar may extend above the roof of the vehicle, but must 
be at a 90 degree angle from the door bars – do not angle forward or back!).  Dash bar MUST go 
over the steering column.  NO front or rear kicks.  All HORIZONTAL cage bars must be a 
MINIMUM of 6” off the floor (measured at the body bolt elevation).  You are allowed to have 2 
door bars (on each side), 2 seat bars (both must be horizontal), 1 dash bar, 6 vertical bars, and 1 
roll over bar.  All cage components must be in the interior of the truck/bed, not inside the door 
structure with the exception of the driver’s side and roll over bar. You may bolt the bed to the cab 
on a truck, you will be allowed TWO - MAX 2” bolts with a MAX 6” washer (one washer on the 
inside and one on the outside.  Cab and be may be welded, but ONLY on the sides (NOT the top 
and bottom).



TAIL GATE/DOORS/BUMPERS: 
Tail gate can be welded, wired or chained shut.  Drivers/passengers doors can be welded, wired, 
or chained shut.  All doors on the Van or Suburban can be welded, wired, or chained shut.  
Bumpers MUST be stock appearing automotive type.  You can run any stock automotive bumper 
on the front or the rear, if home made or re-enforced it must resemble stock.  No sharp points, 
same dimensions or less than Chrysler pointy style bumpers.  (36” wide and sticks out 8”)  No 
trailer hitches!  If you do not run a bumper, the tail gate, MUST be dropped over and cover the 
frame rails.  Hood may be bolted down in 4 places with a MAX of 1" bolts.  MAX height – 32” / 
MIN height – 15” on bumpers, measured at bottom of bumper.

STEERING/SUSPENSION: 
Maximum 8 leafs (including the helper) on any vehicle.  You may have 4 clamps MAX on the 
leaf springs.  DO NOT weld the leaf springs together!  You may weld the sleeves of the tie-rods 
to the tie rod.  A-arms can be welded to the frame.

BED / FRAME: 
 You can run 4 extra bolts in bed, with a MAX 6” washer/plate.  NO plating ANY part of the 
frame or the body/bed.  Bed may be laid over no more than a 45 degree angle.  You may have 2 
#9 wire pieces to tie the bed sides together (3 pieces of wire in 2 spots).  All body mounts can be 
removed/truck cab and bed can be bolted solid to the frame.  DO NOT weld the body to the 
frame on any vehicle!!!

DRIVETRAIN:
 Any engine or transmission.  Protectors are allowed, but SAME rules as the car rules (please 
look at those to make sure what you have is legal).  You may use all thread to go from the frame 
thru the top of the core support (1” MAX).  MAXIMUM 8-lug rear end, NO dually’s, if 4 wheel 
drive front drive shaft must be removed.

TIRES:  Any tire that holds air, within reason!  Doubles and tubes are okay.

** OFFICIALS DECISION IS FINAL ON CONSTRUCTION AND SAFETY! **


